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 Pursuant to the disclosure requirements in 47 C.F. R. 73.3526(11)(i), and during the quarter referenced above, this station 
provided information to its viewers regarding the following significant issues, including: 
 
 

Children/Youth 
Community 

Consumer Issue 
Crime/Law Enforcement 

Economy 
Education 

Environment 
Health/Healthcare  
Local Government 

Military 
Transportation 
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Programs 
 

Channel Issue Time Date Duration Title of Program Narrative Description 
17 Local Government 6:00pm 10/6/17 180 seconds WAVY News 10 at 6pm 

 
The City of Chesapeake voted to provide 
funds to citizens who had homes severely 
damaged in Hurricane Matthew.  The 
City of estimates damage to homes was 
more than 13 million dollars. Of those 
who has losses, 80 percent were without 
flood insurance. Many of them weren't in 
a designated flood zone. City Hall states 
that the city's response after the storm 
was unprecedented. WAVY covered 
several Chesapeake residents who have 
not yet received the money from the City 
and investigates the reasons why.  

17 Community 6:00pm 10/6/17 80 seconds WAVY News 10 at 6pm 
 

WAVY-TV was on hand to cover the JT 
Walk for ALS. Over the last 10 years, the 
walk has raised millions of dollars. It's 
gone to ALS research and projects like 
Camp Grommet, a new 70-acre 
handicap-accessible adventure camp in 
the city -- so the results are visible. This 
year the goal is 1.4 million and 2700 
walkers will help get there. 

17 Children/Youth 6:00pm 10/12/17 170 seconds WAVY News 10 at 6pm There are more than 6,000 homeless 
people in Virginia. Nearly 15,000 of 
those are minors, many of which are in 
Hampton Roads. There's an area shelter 
that's working to help put kids and teens 
on a new path. To do that, they're going 
out on the streets. The Seton Youth 
Shelter van, stocked with food and 
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hygiene supplies, visits 34 communities 
in Hampton Roads every week, helping 
any young person who comes their way. 
Not all of them are homeless, but they 
could be at-risk. The van outreach 
program used to have two vans with four 
volunteers. They could reach 20,000 at-
risk youth per year. But a lack of funding 
leaves them with only one van and 
reaching less than half of that number. 
They're now hoping to raise money for 
that second van with the help of WAVY. 

17 Community 6:00pm 10/14/17 60 seconds WAVY News 10 at 6pm WAVY covered the Susan G. Komen 
Race for the Cure, with interviews from 
participants and organizers.  75% of all 
money raised from the race stays in 
Hampton Roads and 25% going to the 
Komen National Research and Training 
Grants Program.  

17 Economy 6:00pm 10/16/17 180 seconds WAVY News 10 at 6pm Mathews County watermen are 
complaining that their government is 
destroying their way of life.  Private 
contractors have been hired by The U.S. 
Coast Guard to cut down 14 Channel 
Markers around Mathews County and the 
Coast Guard claims it is shoaling-the act 
of sand filling in the channel that has 
made the passage to Davis Creek non- 
navigable. The watermen argue cutting 
down the channel markers hurts 
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businesses economically, affecting 
marinas, county and commercial docks, 
and recreational boating. The waterman 
community put up PVC pipe as 
navigational aids in and out of Davis 
Creek because they think something's 
better than nothing. We contacted First 
District Congressman Rob Whitman who 
is holding a hearing on dredging 
solutions October 27th. 

17 Children/Youth 6:00pm 10/17/17 100 seconds WAVY News 10 at 6pm Feature of a 9-year-old boy who is on a 
mission to find toy donations for the 
Virginia Beach SPCA, including 
foregoing his own birthday presents to 
purchase donations including treats, 
bones, beds and blankets. 

17 Crime/Law Enforcement 6:00pm 10/19/17 215 seconds WAVY News 10 at 6pm Investigation into a woman’s death while 
in custody of the Portsmouth City Jail, 
using video provided showing the cells 
of both the woman who died and the 
individual in the cell next to her who 
claims that she called for help repeatedly 
over 40 minutes. The video dispels some 
of her claims and show that medical aid 
was received within 1 minute of finding 
the woman in medical distress. 

17 Military 6:00am 10/22/17 60 seconds WAVY News 10 at 6am 
 

Many Puerto Rican hospitals are still 
without power or have limited power 
sources. The Norfolk based U.S.N.S. 
Comfort docked near Puerto Rico only a 
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few days ago but many of the beds 
remain empty. Officials say 
communication confusion with Puerto 
Rican Department of Health has affected 
patients being referred to the Comfort for 
treatment. Meanwhile Military members 
are setting up makeshift hospitals in 
different cities. 

17 Military 6:00am 
 

10/22/17 90 seconds WAVY News 10 at 
6:00am 
 

The Niger Ambush has been topping the 
headlines. Lawmakers want to know 
what happened on the ground leading up 
to the ambush and how Staff Sgt. La 
David Johnson's body was left behind. 
Military officials say four soldiers died 
when 40 to 50 militants ambushed a 12-
man U.S. force on October 4th. 
According to the Pentagon, the U.S. 
patrol was routine and had been done 
many times before. Because of the 
routine nature of the mission, there was 
no overhead surveillance. It was actually 
French Fighter Jets that helped save the 
lives of the other soldiers involved in the 
mission. Congressional Leaders from 
both sides of the aisle say they need 
immediate answers. 

17 Education 6:00pm 
 

10/23/17 
10/26/17 

60 seconds 
240 seconds 

WAVY News 10 at 6pm Investigation into a disturbing video 
showing school staff members handling a 
special needs student. The video shows 
the autistic child being dragged on the 
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school floor.  The mother filed assault 
charges and will be going before the 
school board to demand answers. She 
claims there was no reason for the 
Principal and teacher to respond the way 
they did because her son was not a threat 
to them. The school board says the video 
does not show the significant disruption 
that occurred that led to the boy’s 
removal from class. 

17 Crime/Law Enforcement 6:00pm 10/23/17 60 seconds WAVY News 10 at 6pm Investigation into the case of a woman 
missing from her apartment in Newport 
News since 2012. Her case is being 
considered suspicious, her apartment 
showed signs of a struggle and harm, but 
no information has been uncovered in the 
five years since her disappearance. She is 
still being classified as a Missing Person 
although her family believes there should 
be an ongoing criminal investigation. 

17 Military 12:00pm 
 

10/26/17 120 seconds WAVY News 10 at Noon 
 

New details have been released about the 
timeline of the deadly ambush in Niger. 
Military officials say they are trying to 
figure out how 50 ISIS fighters knew 
when to attack the U.S. troops. Officials 
say the mission actually started on 
October 3rd. 12 soldiers with the U.S. 
military group and Niger fighters left for 
a village 53 miles away. The next day - 
on their way back - ISIS militants 
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attacked the troops. Officials think 
residents in the village may have tipped 
off ISIS. The two sides got into an hour-
long firefight before calling for back up. 
It took about an hour before French jets 
showed up to help. When the fighter jets 
arrived - pilots did not drop bombs right 
away because they could not identify 
which side was the enemy. There are still 
many questions including how Sergeant 
La David Johnson got separated from the 
group and killed. And, why it took 
special forces so long to call for support.  

17 Transportation 6:00pm 10/30/17 145 seconds WAVY News 10 at 
6:00pm 
 

The Interstate 264/64 interchange in 
Hampton Roads is the number one 
vehicle accident spot in the 
Commonwealth of Virginia. The State 
Police say that oftentimes traffic backs 
up there, individuals will crest the hill, 
and by the time they see the traffic stop, 
they don’t have enough time to react (a 
lot of times its due to speed.)  Nearly 
400,000 cars drive this interchange every 
day. VDOT says more cars means more 
crashes. VDOT regional operations 
director Dwayne Cook says the number 
of crashes is proportional to the volume 
of traffic. And to bring that number 
down, it takes more than VDOT safety 
patrols and state police on the roads. 
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WAVY TV provided information on how 
the public can help decrease the 
accidents in this area. 

17 Crime/Law Enforcement 5:00pm 
6:00pm 

10/31/17 100 seconds WAVY News 10 at 
5:00pm 
WAVY News 10 at 
6:00pm 
 

There are a lot of questions being asked 
after last month’s deadly attempted 
prison break. How could this happen? 
The numbers will tell you a staffing 
shortage could have contributed. 
Pasquotank Correctional officials won't 
say how many guards were working the 
day when these four inmates tried to 
break out. We’re told the inmates a set a 
fire in the building and then attacked 
several staff members. Two officers died 
that day; another one later. Several other 
officers ended up in the hospital. Prison 
Officials says there is a staffing storage. 
The day of the daring escape the prison 
had 75 vacant officer openings and 
another 7 officers were on extended 
leave? Though officials won't tell 10 on 
your side how many officers were 
working on October 12, we know full 
staff should have included 266 officers. 
That means at the time only 191 were on 
staff. Compare that to 304 officers who 
worked at the jail in 2016. For now, 
officers from other prisons are helping 
out. We’re told since October 12- the 
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prison lost two more officer and a 
maintenance mechanic. 

17 Military 5:00pm 10/31/17 85 seconds WAVY News 10 at 
5:00pm 
 

For the sailors of squadron HSC-7, the 
last two months have been a whirlwind. 
They were sent to Houston on a search 
and rescue mission.  The pilots flew low 
above neighborhoods as sailors rescued 
people – rescuing 26 people the first 
night. It was a team effort -- from pilots, 
to mechanics, to air traffic controllers. 

17 Crime/Law Enforcement 5:30pm 10/31/17 80 seconds WAVY News 10 at 
5:30pm 
 

7-11's in Chesapeake have been 
experiencing a spate of thefts. An 
unknown male has gone into at three 7-
11s and taken four donation jars from the 
registers. The donation jars were for 
Hurricane Relief and Breast Cancer 
Awareness. 

17 Education 5:30pm 10/31/17 90 seconds WAVY News 10 at 
5:30pm 
 

The Chesapeake School Board’s 
redistricting of schools has many parents 
angry.  They question the use of Proffers 
that they paid when purchasing their new 
construction homes in a certain school 
district. Proffers in one neighborhood 
showed $589,000 going towards the 
expansion of the school that their 
children are now being redistricted from. 
So, they state they are paying for that 
expansion along with two other 
neighborhoods but are not going to be 
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able to take the benefit of attending that 
school.   

17 Crime/Law Enforcement 6:00pm 10/31/17 60 seconds WAVY News 10 at 
6:00pm 
 

A well-liked Newport News School 
district bus driver has been arrested and 
charged with one count each of 
communication systems to facilitate 
certain offenses involving children (a 
felony) and contributing to the 
delinquency of a minor. 

17 Children/Youth 6:00am 
Noon 

11/1/17 135 seconds WAVY News 10 at 
6:00am 
WAVY News 10 at 12pm 

The overuse of electronics like iPads and 
phones are causing children to lose 
dexterity in their hands. Rather than 
coloring, grasping and stacking blocks, 
many children are simply swiping a 
screen over and over.  The delay in the 
development of a child's motor skills 
could make it harder for them when they 
start school. 

17 Education/Children/Youth 6:00pm 
  

11/2/17 190 seconds WAVY News 10 at 
6:00pm 
 

Feature on a child with autism, small 
stature, ADHD and speech impairment 
that has suffered from bullying in the 
Virginia Beach schools. WAVY 
investigated how this child’s situation, 
and bullying in general, is handled by the 
school system. 

17 Community 6:00pm 
  

11/6/17 175 seconds WAVY News 10 at 
6:00pm 
 

Angel Flights MidAtlantic, right in 
Virginia Beach, services 10 states with 
500 volunteer pilots from all walks of 
life, some active duty military, some 
retired veterans and many civilians who 
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just want to make a difference doing 
what they love. Last year 44% of the 
patients they transported were cancer 
patients, 41% veterans, 11% children. 
The cost of the flights paid by the pilots 
themselves - even in the most modest of 
small airplanes each trip is probably 
$1,000. 

17 Children/Youth 6:00am 11/8/17 150 seconds WAVY News 10 at 
6:00am 

We hear about them every day, babies, 
born addicted to opioids - but now the 
number has reached an unfortunate 
record. All across Virginia and here in 
Hampton Roads the foster care system is 
shouldering that burden - working to fix 
the problem and create a hopeful future. 
In Virginia, the number of children 
exposed to drugs in utero increased 21 
percent from last year. So far this year - 
more than 1540 babies have been born 
addicted in the Commonwealth - roughly 
half are in the foster care system. The Up 
Center helps place the children. That may 
not seem like all that much. But in 2010 
statewide the number of youth in 
Virginia's foster care due to parental drug 
abuse was 497. This year so far that 
number is 787 children. Experts say the 
opioid epidemic has increased that 
number dramatically. Governor Terry 
McAuliffe announced that Virginia has 
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received a $9.76 million federal grant to 
help fight the opioid epidemic. 

17 Community 11:00pm 11/8/17 210 seconds WAVY News 10 at 
11:00pm  

The plight of local homeless people who 
live in their cars can be seen in a group 
that calls themselves The Hidden.  In a 
local box store parking lot, 15 to 20 
people can be sleeping in their cars; 
sometime it is families, sometimes it is a 
husband and wife. The City of 
Chesapeake and the police department 
are aware. They work to connect them 
with resources and provide security. 
Profiles on individuals who make up The 
Hidden was provided. There are an 
estimated 12 hundred chronically 
homeless in South Hampton Roads. That 
number is just a snapshot of a count on 
one night and does not include those 
living in their cars. They often go 
unnoticed, ignored, left alone and hidden.  

17 Local Government 6:00pm 11/9/17 180 seconds WAVY News 10 at 
6:00pm 

An investigation into the inability of 
citizens to receive compensation by local 
cities when their vehicles are damaged 
by city vehicles. The city states that the 
city vehicle was operating in the scope of 
their employment and involved in a 
government function which entitles the 
city to the defense of sovereign 
immunity. WAVY discovered that ANY 
Hampton Roads city could claim 
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sovereign immunity even IF the driver is 
liable for the damage. In addition, city 
risk managers chose when, and if, to 
invoke the sovereign immunity defense.  

17 Local Government 6:00pm 11/9/17 180 seconds WAVY News 10 at 
6:00pm 

An investigation into the inability of 
citizens to receive compensation by local 
cities when their vehicles are damaged 
by city vehicles. The city states that the 
city vehicle was operating in the scope of 
their employment and involved in a 
government function which entitles the 
city to the defense of sovereign 
immunity. WAVY discovered that ANY 
Hampton Roads city could claim 
sovereign immunity even IF the driver is 
liable for the damage. In addition, city 
risk managers chose when, and if, to 
invoke the sovereign immunity defense.  

17 Community/Environment 6:00pm 11/13/17 210 seconds WAVY News 10 at 
6:00pm 

WAVY talked to people all up and down 
the outer banks with stories of coyotes 
running wild through their neighborhood.  
We heard of one case where a coyote 
chased a woman and her dog back to 
their home and several accounts of small 
pets becoming prey. A petition is active 
right now asking for something to be 
done but there is no simple solution. 
According to wildlife officials 
unprovoked, aggressive behavior toward 
people is rare. Officials aren't aware of 
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any confirmed attacks on the Outer 
Banks and rabies reportedly hasn't been 
an issue with the state's coyote 
population. But residents still have fears. 
The North Carolina Resources 
Commission does not remove the 
animals based on just seeing or hearing 
them.  They are working with the 
communities to help people learn about 
the coyotes and ways to prevent 
confrontations. 

17 Health/Healthcare 6:00pm 11/16/17 190 seconds WAVY News 10 at 
6:00pm 

A feature on a breast cancer survivor 
whose full-time job as a registered nurse 
has her acting as a breast cancer 
coordinator.  It is her job to deliver the 
news and help women cope, to explain 
what comes next, what will hurt and 
what won’t.  Her services are provided 
by Sentara Healthcare which is taking 
steps to help heal - with this new 
program: Living Beyond Cancer.  

17 Consumer Issue 6:00pm 11/16/17 185 seconds WAVY News 10 at 
6:00pm 

An investigation into the potentially 
addictive nature of kratom and the 
misleading marketing and packaging of 
the product.  Made to appear as an 
energy drink or natural supplement, it 
comes as shot, loose power, or in 
capsules and is legally sold in Virginia. 
The DEA wanted to restrict kratom last 
year as a drug with high potential for 
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abuse. But then the agency changed its 
mind, withdrew the order and gave the 
public two months to comment. 

17 Healthcare/Community 11:00pm 11/21/17 195 seconds WAVY News 10 at 
11:00pm 

A feature on a woman who lost her child 
at birth and then established a service, 
Kennedy’s Angel Gowns, making burial 
outfits from wedding gown for families 
suffering the same tragedy. Angel Gowns 
are delivered to families within driving 
distance and shipped all over the country 
free of charge. There is an average of 27 
babies stillborn each month at Sentara 
Norfolk General. The woman says she 
continues to make gowns, provide 
support and offer funeral assistance when 
possible to families facing this 
heartbreak.  

17 Environment 6:00pm 11/23/17 225 seconds WAVY News 10 at 
6:00pm 

The erosion of Tangier Island is hurting 
the community. Its land mass is a mere 
30 per cent of what it was in 1850.  
Erosion and sea level rise are swallowing 
about 12 feet every year.  Fragments of a 
unique culture are washing away. Mayor 
James "Ooker" Eskridge has become 
known worldwide as a tour guide for 
what many see as one of the first 
casualties of climate change.  WAVY 
and Senator Tim Kaine were his guests 
for an excursion on the water through 
what were once vibrant neighborhoods. 
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Dan Hughes, chief of planning resources 
for the Army Corps of Engineers, says a 
2-million-dollar jetty is in the works to 
mitigate erosion on the island's 
navigation channel, and work could start 
late next year.  The corps is also 
recommending 30 million dollars for a 
seawall, but that's still years away. It is 
ironic the Chesapeake Bay has provided 
a living for the watermen here for a 
couple hundred years and now it is the 
Chesapeake Bay that is threatening to 
take the island away. 

17 Environment/Military 6:00pm 12/7/17 270 seconds WAVY News 10 at 
6:00pm 

Investigation into lead contamination at 
the Norfolk Naval Shipyard’s Non-
Nuclear Weld School. An OSHA 
complaint was filed regarding potential 
lead in paint.  The Navy, in its response 
to OSHA, acknowledged, "Hazardous 
working conditions resulted...in potential 
over-exposures to airborne lead for 
multiple personnel." The Shipyard 
confirms on June 29, once questioned by 
employees" paint samples for lead 
content were taken, and some came from 
weld booth ceiling areas. Samples 
confirmed the presence of lead 768 times 
the accepted OSHA lead limit. In the 
response to the OSHA complaint, the 
Shipyard admits they did not tell all 
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workers who needed to know. An 
employee had his blood results come 
back two times the normal limit for lead 
exposure during his annual physical. 
Others were physically affected.  Due to 
persistence by one employee, the 
Shipyard shut down the entire area for 
cleanup until the end of the year. 

17 Transportation/Military 6:00pm 12/18/17 145 seconds WAVY News 10 at 
6:00pm 

Every day around 55,000 vehicles head 
to the Naval Station Norfolk, causing 
serious traffic issues. Currently, the large 
number of ships in port causes the 
problem to be even worse.  The Naval 
Base works closely with VDOT and the 
City of Norfolk on road project 
coordination and traffic mitigation. For 
the last several years Hampton Roads 
Transit has worked a plan to help – 
bringing light rail to the Naval Base. If 
we have 60-70,000 people entering and 
exiting the Navy base every day, that's a 
reason to make sure we have high 
capacity transit. But due to funding, 
construction would not be any earlier 
than 6 years.  

17  6:00pm 12/21/17 160 seconds WAVY News 10 at 
6:00pm 

State Senator Bill DeSteph is introducing 
a bill to negate the current law that says 
if five or more individuals with 
intellectual disabilities live in the same 
neighborhood, the government can pull 
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their Medicaid waivers. He is introducing 
a bill that basically says a waiver cannot 
be reduced or revoked based on where a 
person chooses to live. The controversy 
is that many, including experts, do not 
believe that it is beneficial to have large 
numbers of intellectually disabled people 
living together. They prefer supporting 
the individual in their own home using 
staff and technology. 
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Type of Issue Duration Title or Narrative 

Red Cross Blood Appeal :15 Seconds Donate During WAVY Holiday Blood Drive Campaign 
VAB Jazz Fest :30 Seconds VA Tourism Promoting Richmond’s Jazz Festival & History 
VAB Something Greater :30 Seconds Be Something Greater, Join VA National Guard 
VAB Heart of a Soldier :30 Seconds Takes A Heart to be A VA National Guard 
VAB Benefits NG :30 Seconds Learn the Benefits of Joining VA National Guard 
VAB Loving VA - Virginia Tourism :30 Seconds Loving Virginia 
VAB Tip Top Cover :30 Seconds VA Flea, Tick and Zika Virus Awareness 
VAB Jazz Festival :30 Seconds VA Tourism 
VAB Buddy Up :30 Seconds VA Teen Safety, Walk With Friend & Be Aware 
Device Free Dinner :30 Seconds Put the Phone Down While You Eat 
Family Violence Prevention :15 Seconds Domestic Violence – YMCA  
Family Violence Prevention :15 Seconds Sexual Abuse – YMCA  
Bond Among Veterans :30 Seconds Military Veterans Initiative 
Bond Among Veterans :60 Seconds Military Veterans Initiative 
Don’t Be A Bully :30 Seconds Anti-Bullying Awareness Campaign 
Don’t Be A Bully :60 Seconds Anti-Bullying Awareness Campaign 
Recycling 101 :30 Seconds Recycling Eco-Friendly Earth Campaign 
Recycling 101 :60 Seconds Recycling Eco-Friendly Earth Campaign 
Save the Food :30 Seconds Promoting Good Eating Habits, Reducing Waste 
Save the Food :60 Seconds Promoting Good Eating Habits, Reducing Waste 
Spectrum Puppets :30 Seconds Local Safe Touch Campaign Against Child Sex Abuse 
Library Out Loud :60 Seconds Local Campaign Promoting Use Local Libraries 
Jon Bon Jovi  :30 Seconds JBJ Soul Foundation. Feeding the Hungry and Homeless 
Jon Bon Jovi :60 Seconds JBJ Soul Foundation. Feeding the Hungry and Homeless 
St. Francis Service Dogs :30 Seconds Williamsburg Service Dogs Trained for Military PTSD & Military Injured
VB Volunteer Rescue Squad :15 Seconds Join and Donate Your Time to Helping VB Volunteer Rescue 

 


